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2021-2022- COM Faculty Eval Template - Chair only

SAP ID 124578 (July 1, 2021 - June 30, 2022: Faculty, Test)

Chair Evaluation of Faculty

SAP ID 124578

Chair Evaluation of: Test Faculty, M.D. - Geriatrics

Faculty Name, Rank and Track

Test Faculty, M.D.: Associate Professor, Clinical Educator - TE

Rank start date:

Will you seek promotion next year?  ______

Clinical FTE 0.7

Research FTE (Research and Scholarly Activity) 0.1

Educational FTE (Teaching and Mentoring) 0.1

Administrative FTE 0.1

Clinical FTE for Test Faculty, M.D. is: 0.7

Previous Year Clinical Goals

Did you meet your goals?
If not, what were the barriers or challenges. How can they be addressed?

RVU productivity

Benchmark Percentile

Please describe any new clinical programs or activities in the past year:

Would the faculty member like to add other clinical activities not listed in the report?

* must provide value

 Yes  No
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Quality Improvement Activities

Would the faculty member like to add other QI activities not listed in the report?

* must provide value

 Yes  No

Clinical awards or recognition, including nominations.

Would the faculty member like to add clinical awards not listed in the report?

* must provide value

 Yes  No

Clinical goals for the upcoming year:

Do you, as chair, have additional or alternate clinical goals (after the meeting).

If none, indicate that you have the stated goals are appropriate.

Chair Rating of Clinical Activities

* must provide value

 Does not meet expectations

 Partially meets expectations

 Meets expectations

 Exceeds expectations

Chair Comments on Clinical Activities:

Research FTE for Test Faculty, M.D. is: 0.1

Previous year research goals
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Were research goals met?

In-press publications. (accepted by journal, pending publication)

Would the faculty member like to add other in press publications?

* must provide value

 Yes  No

Submitted publications. (submitted to journal, pending review)

Would the faculty member like to add other publications submitted?

* must provide value

 Yes  No

Published journal articles.

Would the faculty member like to add other publications not listed in the report?

* must provide value

 Yes  No

In-press books and book chapters.

Would the faculty member like to add other in press books and book chapters not listed in the report?

* must provide value

 Yes  No

Published books and book chapters.

Would the faculty member like to add other published books and book chapters not listed in the report?

* must provide value

 Yes  No
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In person and/or virtual conference presentations/abstracts/posters. Trainees marked with an asterisk.

Would the faculty member like to add other presentations, abstracts or posters not listed in the report?

* must provide value

 Yes  No

Ongoing grants.

Would the faculty member like to add other ongoing grants not listed in the report?

* must provide value

 Yes  No

Submitted grants, pending review.

Would the faculty member like to add other submitted grants not listed in the report or provide an update on the
grant listed above?

* must provide value

 Yes  No

Intellectual property (e.g., Bio-ventures disclosures, copyrights, patents, trademarks, etc).

Would the faculty member like to add other intellectual property not listed in the report?

* must provide value

 Yes  No

Editorial Board/Journal Reviews.

Would the faculty member like to add other editorial board/journal reviews not listed in the report?

* must provide value

 Yes  No

Study Sections / Grant Reviewing.
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Would the faculty member like to add other study sections / grant reviews not listed in the report?

* must provide value

 Yes  No

Research awards or recognition.

Would the faculty member like to add other research awards or research recognition not listed in the report?

* must provide value

 Yes  No

Research goals for the upcoming year.

Do you, as chair, have additional or alternate research goals (after the meeting).

If none, indicate that you have the stated goals are appropriate.

How can we improve research in our department?

Chair Rating of Research Activities

* must provide value

 Does not meet expectations

 Partially meets expectations

 Meets expectations

 Exceeds expectations

Chair Comments on Research Activities

Education FTE for Test Faculty, M.D. is: 0.1

Previous year educational goals
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Would the faculty member like to add any additional educational activities not listed in the report?

* must provide value

 Yes  No

Summary of Teaching Evaluations. You may add additional evaluations that come up during the meeting.

Mentoring activities

This faculty member was mentored by the following faculty in the past year. Include mentors from other
departments or institutions.

Would the faculty member like to add other mentoring activities not listed in the report?

* must provide value

 Yes  No

Curriculum development activities

Would the faculty member like to add other curriculum development activities not listed in the report?

* must provide value

 Yes  No

Educational awards or recognition, including nominations.

Were goals met? If not, what were the barriers or challenges.

Teaching Activities
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Would the faculty member like to add other awards not listed in the report?

* must provide value

 Yes  No

Educational goals for the upcoming year.

Do you, as chair, have additional or alternate educational goals (after the meeting).

If none, indicate that you have the stated goals are appropriate.

How can we improve education in our department?

Chair Rating of Educational Activities

 Does not meet expectations

 Partially meets expectations

 Meets expectations

 Exceeds expectations

Chair Comments on Educational Activities:

Admin FTE for Test Faculty, M.D. is: 0.1

Previous year admin goals

Did you meet your goals?
If not, what were the barriers or challenges. How can they be addressed?

Academic Citizenship.

 ______
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Other academic citizenship

Would the faculty member like to add other citizenship activties not listed above?

* must provide value

 Yes  No

Hospital / departmental / committee work, including leadership roles.

Would the faculty member like to add other committee work or leadership roles?

* must provide value

 Yes  No

Professional service activities (outside UAMS)

Type "None" if none available

Would the faculty member like to add other professional service activities (outside UAMS)?

* must provide value

 Yes  No

Community service related to profession

Would the faculty member like to add other community service related to profession?

* must provide value

 Yes  No

Administrative awards or community recognition, including nominations.

Would the faculty member like to add other community awards or recognition not listed in the report?

* must provide value

 Yes  No

Service/administrative goals for the upcoming year.
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Do you, as chair, have additional or alternate goals (after the meeting).

If none, indicate that you have the stated goals are appropriate.

Chair Rating of Administrative Activities

 Does not meet expectations

 Partially meets expectations

 Meets expectations

 Exceeds expectations

Chair Comments on Administrative Activities

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI) Activities

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion activities

 ______

Other DEI related activities not listed above

Mentoring e�orts of underrepresented students, post-docs, trainees, sta� or faculty.

Clinical work in which you participated that focused on promoting health equity, reducing health disparities or
improving the health of marginalized, underserved, or vulnerable populations.

Participation in programs or committees that include a focus on diversity and inclusion, and increase the
participation of historically under-represented groups across medicine, nursing, pharmacy and other health related
�elds with a focus on removing barriers facing women, minorities, veterans, people with disabilities or other
individuals who are members of groups that been historically excluded from higher education.

Chair comments / feedback on DEI e�orts and activities
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Overall assessment for Test Faculty, M.D., Geriatrics

On a scale of 1-10, how would you rate your overall performance for the year? 1 is the lowest score and 10 is the
highest.

 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10

Please brie�y explain your self-rating.

Are there barriers you anticipate in accomplishing your goals and ful�lling your academic work plan for the coming
year?

Professional goals of interest to the faculty.

Overall Department Feedback

What are the strengths of the department? (list up to 5)

What are the weaknesses or areas of improvement within the department? (list up to 5)

What are the most important things the department should do in the coming year? List up to 5.

Evidence of Peer Review for Test Faculty, M.D., Geriatrics.
This component is required by UAMS Academic A�airs Policy - 2.3.3 and the University of Arkansas Board of Trustees
Policy 405.1
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Evidence of Peer Review

* must provide value

 Successful completion of Ongoing Professional Performance Evaluation (OPPE)

 Peer-assessment of one or more episodes of the faculty member's teaching, available through the Teaching Observation by
Peers Program (TOPS), provided through the UAMS O�ce of Educational Development

 Submission of scholarly works for publication in peer-reviewed professional journals and other professional media (e.g.
guidelines, quality improvement processes, etc.).

 Evidence of the grant application scoring process by a national study section or other peer review mechanism

 Element of a faculty member's work that is reviewed and assessed by a group of faculty peers convened for this purpose by
the department chair

 Evidence of a "360 degree" evaluation of a faculty member's work

 Other

This faculty member demonstrates professional conduct consistent with the UAMS core values, which include:
Integrity, Respect, Diversity and Health Equity, Teamwork, Creativity, Excellence, Safety.

* must provide value

 Yes  No

Overall Performance Rating for Test Faculty, M.D. in Geriatrics for July 1, 2021 - June 30, 2022

* must provide value

 Satisfactory  Unsatisfactory
Unsatisfactory ratings will result in a face-to-face meeting with the faculty member, the section chief and the chair. A performance improvement plan shall be
developed to address performance deficiencies.

Any comments on professional conduct and/or the performance rating?

Completed by Chair Name

Date submitted 01-06-2023  M-D-Y
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